
ENVELOPER 3.0
A Word for Windows 1.0/1.1 macro

To print envelopes on LaserJet-compatible printers

If you're new to Enveloper 3.0, skim over this document first, then:

To customize and install Enveloper, double-click >>HERE<<

----------------------------IMPORTANT!----ACHTUNG!----CUIDADO!---------------------------  
The installer makes changes to global macros. 

The next time you exit Word for Windows, you'll be asked if you want to 
"Save global glossary and command changes?"  

Be sure you click "YES", or you'll have to re-install Enveloper!

Why Enveloper?

Enveloper 3.0 is a "kitchen sink" macro to print envelopes on LaserJet-compatible printers.  I 
wrote Enveloper specifically because the return address always came out smudged on my LJ III, 
sometimes beyond recognition; I was also tired of toggling between landscape and portrait 
orientation in WfW.  I posted the original macro, Enveloper 1.0, on CompuServe – and it was 
downloaded more than 100 times in the first 3 days.  Then came Enveloper 2.0, with its unique 
self-installing routine; it ran over 200 downloads in the first 10 days.  To quote an expert in the 
field: "Cowabunga, dude!"

Dozens of people have helped make Enveloper what it is by contributing ideas, opinions, and 
comments.  In particular, Guy Gallo's original PrintEnvelope 2.1 was my starting point.  Though 
Enveloper has gone through a lot of twists and turns since its inception, Guy's pioneering work 
helped me through a bunch of tough spots.  (And if you're looking for a quick, compact macro to
print envelopes and don't like Enveloper's verbosity, by all means get a copy of Guy's 
PrintEnvelope!)   Maurice Silberstein invented QwikPrint and several other improvements.  Lee 
Zeis provided the manuals for the LJ II, IIP and IID, and lots of ideas and encouragement.  
Maurice, Lee, and dozens of others have sacrificed thousands of unsuspecting envelopes in 
pursuit of "The Cause".  I would like to hear your ideas, too; my address is on Enveloper's 
opening screen.  Don't be bashful!

This version of Enveloper has been tested on LJ II, IIP, IID, III, and IIID printers: it seems to 
work quite well on all of them.  However, some "100%-compatibles" have problems at times.  
Please, if you encounter a problem – no matter how major or minor – let me know!  Don't get 
discouraged, as a solution to your problem may only take a few seconds.  When you get in touch,
tell me exactly which printer you're using, and describe your problem as precisely as possible.  
That way, you'll not only get your problem solved, but you may solve many others' problems as 
well....

To help defray my CI$ costs, I've decided to "upgrade" Enveloper from Freeware to Shareware, 
effective with Version 3.0.  If you use Enveloper a few times a week, just pass a copy along to a 
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friend, smile, and don't worry about registering.  If you use Enveloper a few times a day, I'd 
appreciate a $5 registration fee, along with your CompuServe i.d. number (if you have one), to 
keep you posted on updates.  And I'm asking companies to register each site, with a blanket fee 
of $3 per user.  It's all on the honor system;  I'm not going to get rich printing envelopes, and I'll 
help anybody who asks,  whether they're registered or not.  But I would like to be able to pay for 
my support time on CompuServe.  And the more time I can justify spending on Enveloper, the 
higher the chances I'll be able to add more interesting stuff.  A nifty registration form is attached 
to the end of this document.  Just use WfW to print page 7.

Enveloper 3.0 is Copyright © 1990 by Pinecliffe International.  It is distributed as "Shareware", 
i.e., you are encouraged to disseminate Enveloper far and wide, providing it is distributed in its 
entirety and without charge, except for reimbursement of media and mailing costs, if applicable.  
There is a small registration fee for all but casual users; your fee will help defray my costs in 
developing and supporting Enveloper on the CompuServe "MSAPP"  and "MSWIN" fora.  I 
expressly reserve the right to change these distribution restrictions in future versions.  Enveloper 
3.0 is distributed without warranty, either expressed or implied, and without guarantee as to its 
suitability for a particular task.  But I'm sure you're gonna like it....

What's new?

Version 3.0 expands Enveloper's scope from an LJ III-specific macro to one that can 
accommodate the original LaserJet,  the LJ II, IIP, IID, III, and IIID, and all 100%-compatible 
laser printers.  It adds support for the HP envelope feeder or tray – watch during installation for 
explanations that pertain to your printer.  Version 3.0 also lets you print multiple copies of your 
envelope (thanks to Maurice Silberstein for that idea), turn QwikPrint on during installation 
(thanks to Lee Zeis for that'n), and change the name of the macro to something other than 
"Enveloper" (Lee at it again).

Ancient history: Version 2.1 corrected a bug in Version 2.0's Installation routine – Enveloper 
would not install correctly if you had checked the "Typing Replaces Selection" box .  I also took 
one of Guy Gallo's comments to heart and allowed for the easy disabling of "SkipLines"; Guy 
thinks SkipLines is a kludge (he's probably right).  But I, in my slovenly way, use it all the time. 
So Enveloper still provides for the use of "SkipLines", but only if you specifically request it 
during the Installation procedure.

Version 2.0 was a watershed improvement in Enveloper, with a new, easy-to-use customizing 
and installation routine.  (Thanks to the hacks at Microsoft and "ISV.DOC".)  Version 2.0  also 
introduced "QwikPrint", to print an envelope with just one click  (thanks again to Maurice). 

Version 1.0 was a "not ready for prime time" product that delighted those on the bleeding edge.

What duzzit do?

Enveloper starts by trying to "grab" an addressee from your document.  (Normally, you'll run 
Enveloper after you've written a letter, while the letter is still showing on your screen.)  
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Enveloper grabs in one of three ways:

1) If you've "selected" a block of text (by highlighting it or "turning it black"), Enveloper 
grabs the selected text and uses it as the addressee (the selection must be > 10 characters 
long, and if it's very long it will be truncated to 215 characters and eight lines); otherwise,

2) If you have a defined bookmark called "NameAddress" – which is a popular name in 
WfW templates – Enveloper will grab everything in that bookmark as the addressee 
(again, truncated to 215 characters and eight lines); otherwise,

3) If you enabled "SkipLines" during initial installation, Enveloper will start at the top of 
your letter, skip a set number of lines down (to jump over your logo, address, date, 
whatever – see "SkipLines" below), then gather the first bunch of non-blank lines that it 
finds and use that as an addressee (again, max eight lines, 215 characters).

Enveloper then presents your grabbed addressee for changes.  You can accept the grabbed 
addressee or type in an entirely new addressee on-the-fly.  And you can change the print 
font, bold, and/or italic.  (If you're a Power User, familiar with Enveloper's requirements 
– and you're happy with all the defaults you've installed – you can click the "QwikPrint" 
box at this point, and you're done. )

Next, Enveloper asks you to specify a return address.  You can select from three different return 
addresses – ones you typed in during the installation process – or you can enter a completely 
different return address on-the-fly.  Again, you can choose fonts, bold, or italic, and you can 
make the first line different from the others.

Then Enveloper lets you choose from three different envelope sizes: Standard Business #10, 
Monarch, or the little Personal envelope #6.  You can tack on a "Note" (e.g., "Foreign Airmail", 
"Interoffice Mail"), and specify its font.  You also tell Enveloper if you want to feed your 
envelope manually, or use an envelope feeder, if your printer has one. Finally, you can choose to 
print more than one copy.  

When Enveloper prints it writes directly to the printer, so it doesn't muck around with your WfW
Portrait/Landscape setting, change your page format, etc.; it just non-chalantly takes complete 
control of the printer.  To compensate for this rudeness, Enveloper returns your printer to you in 
something resembling a "normal" mode – what HP calls the "User Default Environment" – which
is just the factory-set defaults, plus anything you've set on the printer's front panel.  If it weren't 
for that crisp envelope in the output hopper, you'd hardly know Enveloper had been there at all.  
Work is under way to incorporate a suggestion from Dennis Williamson about making Enveloper
less rude – a real spooler trooper, as it were.   Keep your fingers crossed.

For those fortunate enough to have a printer that supports "reverse landscape" mode (i.e., LJ III 
and LJ IIID owners), Enveloper takes advantage of that mode to print the return address on the 
leading edge of your envelope.  "Normal landscape" mode – which is the best you can coax out 
of LJ IIs – positions the return address on the trailing edge.  In my experience, printing the return
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address on the leading edge of an envelope greatly reduces the chances of smudging.  By the 
way, I don't have my envelopes engraved (in fact, I use the cheapest envelopes I can find) just 
because the LJ III, Enveloper and WfW do such a nice job.  Keep that in mind when you're 
looking at new printers.

Customizing and Installing

You customize and install Enveloper by clicking up at the top of this document.  (The routine 
works by running macros attached to this document, and then copying your customized macro 
into WfW as a global macro.  If you don't understand this stuff, don't worry.  Just click and stand
back!)  You can install and re-install Enveloper to your heart's content.  Each time you re-install, 
though, you start over from scratch; unless you specifically change Enveloper's name during 
installation, your old version of Enveloper is wiped out.  Each time Enveloper is updated, the 
Install routine cleans up everything from previous incarnations.  Leave the "Enveloper" name 
alone and Enveloper will tidy up after itself.

Enveloper adds itself to the end of  your "File" pull-down menu (the one you can see right now 
in the upper left corner of your screen), if it isn't already there.  Once installation is complete, 
you can run Enveloper by simply clicking on "File", then "Enveloper" (or whatever new name 
you might give Enveloper).  That's as complicated as it gets...

A few notes on customizing:  

· Return Addresses:  Enveloper can take up to three return addresses.  Make your most-
used return address the first one so you can use QwikPrint more often.   You can leave 
one or more of the return addresses blank, if you like – when you run Enveloper, 
choosing a blank return address will (surprise!) result in no return address being printed 
on the envelope.

· SkipLines:  Enveloper "straight out of the box" disables SkipLines (i.e., SkipLines is set 
OFF).  You can turn SkipLines ON during installation by typing in a number between 0 
and 20.  If your letters always start about the same (e.g., logo, blank line, address, blank 
line, date), SkipLines can make your life much easier –  you won't have to select the 
addressee before running Enveloper, plant a Bookmark, or worry about your mouse 
missing the last number of a ZIP code!  Count the number of lines you usually have at the
beginning of your letters, and use this as "SkipLines".  Play around until you get it right –
it'll save you gobs of time.

· QwikPrint: New with Version 3.0 is the option to set QwikPrint "ON" during 
installation.  Please make sure you've played around with Enveloper for awhile before 
turning QwikPrint "ON"; its behavior can be a bit abrupt if you're not used to it.  Setting 
QwikPrint "ON" during installation causes the first dialog box (the one that shows you an
addressee) to have QwikPrint already checked when it comes up.  You can then make 
sure the addressee is right, click "OK", and whistle a tune while Enveloper does 
everything else.
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· Macro name:  Also new with Version 3.0 is the ability to specify a macro name other than
"Enveloper".  If you're just a casual Enveloper user, don't mess around with the macro 
name.  But if you're installing several versions of Enveloper (with, say, different sets of 
return addresses, different default fonts, or printers), this dialog box gives you the 
flexibility to name Enveloper anything you like.  The new name will be appended to your
"File" pull-down menu.  Blanks are OK, but avoid punctuation marks.

I have encountered only one "run time error" to date (other than the Version 2.0 Install bug).  
When your return addresses (cumulatively) get too long  for WfW 1.1's tastes, Enveloper will 
abruptly halt execution with Error 530, "Dialog Box Description Too Complex."  If this should 
happen to you, re-install Enveloper with shorter return addresses.  The error has nothing to do 
with the complexity of the Dialog Box – WfW 1.1 just can't handle too many characters at a time
in any single macro dialog.  (This is the same error that has forced me to limit addressees to 215 
characters.)

I'm releasing Version 3.0 with a bit of fear and trepidation.  Although I've managed to assemble a
fine bunch of LJ and compatible users as beta testers, I haven't deluded myself into imagining 
that all eventualities have been encountered, much less handled, particularly with printers that are
supposedly "100% HP compatible", but aren't.  Many "compatible" printers have strange ways of
handling envelope feeders and trays.  So, please, if you hit a snag, let me know ASAP.  

I'll try to incorporate all the inevitable fixes into a single big release – already called "Enveloper 
3.1" – and post it on CompuServe in November, 1990.  In the meantime, if you use an HP, or are
fortunate enough to own a printer that really is HP compatible, Enveloper should work without a 
hitch.  And if you register for Enveloper 3.0, I'll let you know the minute 3.1 is ready (either via 
CompuServe or the U.S. Mail).   By the way, your $5 registration fee covers all "3.x" versions of
Enveloper.  Such a deal!

Advanced Topics

If you're just starting with Enveloper – or couldn't care less about macros and other esoterica –
now is the time for you to go up to the beginning of this document and start customizing and
installing.  You don't need to know diddly-squat about macros to install Enveloper and make it
jump through all sorts of hoops, so don't worry about the rest of this stuff.

Ahahhh.  Now that I have the hackers' attention....

There are several parts of Enveloper that you can change, but they get a little hairy and you need 
to know more than a little bit about macros.  This document/template (ENVR30.DOC) has two 
template macros attached to it.  Install goes through the customization routines, then installs 
Enveloper as a global macro, and adds Enveloper to the "File" menu.  Enveloper30 is the 
template macro that is modified by Install, and eventually copied out as a global macro, named 
Enveloper (or with a new name if one is specified). Enveloper was a pioneer in the install-
modify-template-to-global-macro arena, so there are probably much better, faster, and/or easier 
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ways to do all of this.  As they say, necessity is a mother.  I'd be very interested in any 
comments...

If you make changes to Enveloper, and later re-install Enveloper by clicking at the top of this 
document, you'll wipe out any changes you've made (which may be a good thing!), unless you 
specify a new global macro name during installation.  If you want to make your changes very 
permanent (i.e., you want the changes to take effect every time you re-install Enveloper), make 
sure you change the template macro Enveloper30, not just the global macro Enveloper.  (If you 
haven't already figured out the difference 'twixt template and global macros, Enveloper will 
probably show you more than you care to know – but be very careful when futzing about!)

I can think of five things a Power User might want to change, and I've tried to make them rather 
accessible.  By all means, though, root around in the macros and change what you want, and let 
me know if you come up with something interesting.

Fonts: You can install as many "hard" fonts as you like; you only have to know the escape 
sequence your printer is looking for.  Enveloper ships with 15 font choices for the LJ III and 
IIID: CG Times 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14; Univers 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14; Courier 10 and 12; and Line 
Printer 8.5: these are all fonts that come with the LJ III.  Unfortunately, the Original LaserJet, LJ 
II, and IIP users only have two built-in fonts (I think) , Courier 12 point and Line Printer 8.5 
point, and Enveloper only supports those two.  The IID adds TmsRmn 8 and 12 and Helvetica 14
in the cart that ships with the printer (I think), so these are supported, too.  But that's it.  (If 
there's enough interest out there, though, I might add support for other fonts in Enveloper 4.0; 
the Microsoft "Z" cartridge and the Canon LBP-4 scalable fonts come to mind.  Maybe soft 
fonts, too.  Let me know what you'd like to see.)

To add your own "hard" fonts, go into "Macro"/"Edit" and click on the Install  template macro.  
Look for your printer after the line that says "Select Case PrinterDlg.Printer".  Change DimFonts 
to reflect how many fonts you want (N.B.: dimensioned variables start at zero!), then add your 
fonts – both description and escape sequence – to the end of the list.  Re-install Enveloper by 
clicking at the top of this document, and you're done.  Easy!

Notes: I've included all the "Notes" I could think of, but no doubt you'll eventually want some 
different ones.  The procedure for changing them is similar to  that for changing fonts, i.e., you 
should edit the Install template macro, change DimNotes, add your new notes to the end of the 
list, then re-install Enveloper.  Since EnvelopeNotes$(0) is assumed to be the "Blank" Note, you 
should not change it.  Any others may be changed however you like.

QwikerPrint:  Real  Power Users (gawd, ain't that macho...) can change Enveloper so it never 
shows you a screen.  It's easy.  Install Enveloper with QwikPrint "ON", then look in the 
Enveloper macro for "Dialog Addressee" and delete it (or change it into a comment).  Personally,
I've made this change in a new global macro I call "QwikEnveloper", and added it to my "File" 
menu.  That way, if I'm absolutely sure the addressee grab is working right, I just load an 
envelope into my LJ III, click on "File" / "Qwik-Enveloper", and I'm done.  My Comtrade 
386/33 clone will run QwikEnveloper in less than five seconds, and print the envelope in less 
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than ten seconds.  That's Qwik!  (By the way, I recommend Comtrade to all my clients... nice 
people, outstanding product, outrageous prices...)

Envelope registration: Enveloper's beta testers have spent days – no, weeks – with all sorts of 
envelopes, trying to get the registration (i.e., the precise location of print on the envelope) just 
right, placing the return address as far in the upper left corner as possible while minimizing "the 
smudgies."  You might have a different idea of perfect registration, though, and I've made it 
fairly easy to adjust the appropriate variables.  Keep in mind that the brand of envelope you use 
will affect smudging, as will humidity, temperature, etc., so your "perfect" setting today may not 
be perfect tomorrow. Sic transit gloria computeri.

To play with the registration, you can work with four variables near the beginning of the 
Enveloper global macro: TopMargin (number of "six-line-per-inch" lines to the top of the return 
address), LeftMarginCom10 (number of "Courier 12 pt characters" to the left of the return 
address on a Com-10 or Business/#10 size envelope), LeftMarginMonarch (characters to the 
return address on a Monarch size envelope), and LeftMarginPersonal (characters to the return 
address on a Personal/#6 envelope).   I've been thinking about adding the ability to change 
margins during installation, but haven't yet decided if it will confuse more people than it will 
help.

If you're really serious about registration, you can search Enveloper for "Case Envelope.Size" 
and change two other variables:  LinesToAddressee$ is the number of "six-lines-per-inch" lines 
from the top of the envelope to the addressee, and SecondLeftMargin$ is the number of "Courier 
12 pt characters" to the left of the addressee.  Don't change EnvelopeSize$, though.  It's part of a 
command string that specifies the size of the envelope.

Six/eight lpi: I've hard-coded the return address and the addressee at six lines per inch, just 
because I think it looks better, but I left a variable in there so changing to eight lpi is easy.  If you
want your addressee in eight lpi, scan Enveloper for the line that starts "AddresseeFont$=", and 
change "SixLinesPerInch$" to "EightLinesPerInch$".  To make the first line of the return address
eight lpi, scan for "ReturnAddressFont1$=" and change "SixLinesPerInch$" to 
"EightLinesPerInch$"; to make the rest of the return address eight lpi, change the next line, 
which starts "ReturnAddressFont2$=", from "SixLinesPerInch$" to "EightLinesPerInch$".

If you find something else worth changing, or placing in the customizing routines, let me know!

European Envelopers Please Note: I am aware of a problem with printing umlauts and other 
"foreign" characters from Enveloper.  In short, if you type in a "foreign" letter (like the "U with 
umlaut" to the right of the "P" on your keyboard), Word for Windows handles it just fine – but 
Enveloper does not.  Tom King, reporting from Heidelberg, has had some luck in changing the 
Roman-8 symbol set to the Windows symbol set.  It's easy to do: install Enveloper normally; 
then click on "Macro" then "Edit", then double-click on Enveloper; Edit Replace All "(8U" with 
"(9U"; and add Esc$ + "(8U" + to the right of the equals sign in StdCharSpacing$= (or change 
the left margins as described above).  This seems like a perfectly reasonable approach, 
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documented in the LaserJet III Technical Reference. Unfortunately,  it isn't covered in the 
"official" PCL command list, and I didn't have time to beta test it on other printers – so I 
chickened out and left it for y'all on the other side of the little puddle to change.  Let me know if 
it works for you.

If there's enough interest, I can put together a version of Enveloper specifically for you furriners, 
or I might be able to figure out a way to create a European version (with the Windows symbol 
set and metric envelope sizes) at installation time.  And I'd love to have an excuse to do a 
Pacific-rim version.  

Enveloper 3.0 ends here.
Copyright © 1990 Pinecliffe International

Post Office Drawer 7337
Coal Creek Canyon

Golden, Colorado USA  80403

Have fun!
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A Nifty Registration Form

Woody Leonhard, President
Pinecliffe International  (E30)
Post Office Drawer 7337
Coal Creek Canyon
Golden, Colorado USA  80403

Dear Woody:

Enclosed is my registration fee for Enveloper 3.0.  

I would like to register as (check one):

Name and Address:

Contact Person (if appropriate):

CompuServe i.d. number (if available):

I have enclosed a check made payable to "Pinecliffe International" in the amount of: _______

Sincerely,

P.S.  [ ] Yes, I used Enveloper to print an envelope for this letter......

P.P.S. Woody, when you finally decide to write another "kitchen sink" macro, I would most like 
to see:
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P.P.P.S.  Things I would like to see in Enveloper 4.0:
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